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IMLS Digital Collections and Content 
 Collection description and registry for IMLS National 
Leadership Grant projects with associated digital content
 Enhance discoverability; all registry fields searchable
 Item level metadata repository for content via OAI-PMH
 Demonstrate potential of metadata for interoperability
 Serve as testbed for IMLS projects interested in OAI-PMH
 Facilitate reuse of information resources
 Research question
How can resource developers best represent collections and items 




What do information quality metrics and 
local practice help us understand about the 
quality of metadata at the aggregated level?
Methods:   
Combination of quantitative and qualitative data. 
Various statistical analyses of the harvested 
metadata records from four digitization projects
 13 open ended interviews
  
Characteristics of the four analyzed collections 
Represents entire 
collection. 
Contains 14 nearly 
empty records 





metadata from 12 
institutions 
Notes about 35 
record sample 
Yes; local metadata 
format similar to 
qualified Dublin 
Core. 
No; variation of 
simple Dublin 
Core in use, but 





format in use. 
Yes; variation of 
Qualified Dublin 
Core in use. 
Metadata mapped 
to simple Dublin 
Core from other 
metadata format? 




















Type of institution 
35 1,59914,42527,444 Total # of records


























Bruce & Hillman Framework




















Collection decisions, Metadata scheme and controlled vocabulary selection
Digitization, application of metadata, application of controlled vocabulary
Normalization, Value Added Activities
  
Tensions and Trade-offs 
 Tensions between interoperability and 
local practice
Participants aware, but local practice takes 
priority
 Barrier to participation in digitization 
projects 
  
What is sharable metadata? 
 Attention to certain quality measures helps 
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(used at least 
twice)
020 (57%)35 (100%)9 (26%)<date> element (used once)











% of records that 
describe at least 
2 manifestations 
of a resource
Collection 4Collection 3Collection 2Collection 1
  
Conclusions
 Semantic and structural consistency
 Minimize ambiguity
 Include documentation
 Exposure of richer metadata schemes? 
 Establish best practices for ‘shareable 









Collection decisions, Metadata scheme and controlled vocabulary selection
Digitization, application of metadata, application of controlled vocabulary
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Record in Local and Aggregated 
Environments
